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UNIVERSAL DESIGN
The design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized
design.
• The most important idea behind the concept of universal design is that
we don’t have contingency plans for the exceptions, we plan from the
beginning to be as broadly inclusive as possible.
• Universal design is for everyone, not just the people who may have a
special need in a given situation.
• The focus is not on how people are different, but on how small changes
can make things easier for anyone and everyone.

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
• Location
• Ritual Pieces and Props
• Movement
• Sound
• Activity Level
• Length
• Food and Drink
• Content
• Presentation
• Participation

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Applying the concept of Universal Design to a ritual’s location would mean selecting
locations that are easiest for the widest range of people to access.
• Outdoor Locations
•
•
•
•

Is the ground level, relatively smooth and free of debris?
Is there seating available (and is it easy to get in and out of)?
What will the temperature/weather be like?
Is there poison ivy/oak/sumac, etc.?

• Indoor Locations
•
•
•
•

Are there ground level entrances?
Are there stairs and/or narrow halls/doorways
Is there seating available?
Is it well ventilated?

RITUAL PIECES AND PROPS
Ritual Pieces are things like the Fire, Well and Tree, the altar, etc. Props are the
smaller items used throughout the rite. Universal design considerations would
include:
• Set up
• Are they easy reach (position and clutter)?
• Are they labeled?
• Can your average person pick them up easily (5 lbs.)?

• Use
•
•
•
•

Are they open?
Can they be used one-handed?
Do they require fine motor skills to pick-up/move?
Is anyone allergic to them (incenses, oils)?

MOVEMENT
When thinking about how people move around the ritual space it’s
important to think about:
• Lighting
• Is there sufficient light for people to move around the space without bumping
into or tripping over things?
• Is there sufficient light in the appropriate places for people handling props to
do so safely?

• Arrangement of the people and objects
• Is there a clear path to the places people need to go in ritual?
• Are the participants arranged in a way that makes it easy to get in and out of
the space?

SOUND
Sound can be tricky, especial in outdoor spaces. Some questions to ask
yourself when planning or performing a ritual that is accessible are:
• Volume
• Is the person speaking loud enough?
• Are there any excessively loud or abrupt sounds?

• Interference
•
•
•
•

Is the person speaking too fast, or are multiple people speaking at once?
Is there music playing while someone is speaking?
Is there background noise?
Can everyone see the face of the person speaking?

ACTIVITY LEVEL
When considering what people will be expected to do in a ritual, some
things to consider to be inclusive are:
• Can everything that involves the participants be safely done by people of
various ages and ability levels?
• In rituals that involve higher activity levels, are there lower activity level
options for people to do instead?
• In rituals that involve a lot on stillness and focus, are there ways that
people who need to move around more can participate without being
disruptive?

LENGTH
Length can refer to the ritual in its entirety or to individual components of the
ritual. When deciding on the length of the rite or parts of the right, some things
to consider are:
• Would an average participant be able to maintain their focus for that long?
• How could the pace and/or sequence of the individual parts of the ritual be
varied to help maintain focus?
• Are there points when it is OK for people to relax, move around or leave the
space without missing something important?
• How are novel portions of the ritual spaced out within the overall sequence of
the ritual?

FOOD AND DRINK
Universal design, when it comes to the use of food and drink in a ritual,
would mean selecting things that everyone can partake in.
• Allergies and Dietary Restrictions
• Are there any items being used in the ritual that are common allergens?
• Are there any items that would be problematic for individuals on restricted
diets for problems like diabetes, high blood pressure and/or celiac disease,
etc.?

• Alcohol and caffeine
• Are there non-alcoholic options available?
• Are there non-caffeinated options available?

CONTENT
When thinking about the content of a ritual, some questions to consider when trying for maximum
accessibility are:
• Culture
• Is this culturally sensitive?
• Is any of this appropriated?

• Age
• Are the topics or themes discussed in the ritual appropriate for the ages of the participants?

• Gender
• Is this respectful of people of all genders?
• Is there balance in representation of different genders?

• Sex and Sexual Orientation
• Is sex portrayed in a way that is respectful of the different experiences and sexual orientations of the
participants?

PRESENTATION
When performing a ritual, some relevant Universal Design questions are:
• Pre-ritual Briefing
• How do you orient people who are unfamiliar with the ritual format?
• How do you orient people who are unfamiliar with the culture or the purpose of the ritual?

• Scripts and Handouts
• Who gets to have one and how are they used?
• How big is the font?

• During the Rite
• How do you cue parts?
• How do you indicate expected actions on the part of the participants?

PARTICIPATION
As participants become more familiar with the ritual format and its execution, they may want to be
more actively involved in designing and performing rituals. Some questions that may be worth
considering are:
• Complexity Levels
• How much background in the culture does the ritualist need?
• How much experience in magical practice does the ritualist need?
• What is the social demand of the part?

• How to Create a Part
• What are different ways that each part of the ritual can be done?
• Are there templates or starter materials to help with writing it?

• How to Remember the Order
• What mnemonic devices are available?
• Is there a list in the ritual space?

KNOW THY PARTICIPANTS
While implementing all aspects of Universal Design immediately would be
ideal, realistically, it takes time to build the infrastructure for accessible
rituals.
• Prioritize those changes that will have the most impact on your current
participants.
• Create a culture where meeting the needs of the people in the group is just
something you do

• Develop a plan for changes that will happen as your group or practice
grows.
• Remember: There’s always another way.

